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As social critic bell hooks observed, "Nowhere is there a more intense silence 
about the reality of class differences [in the United States] than in educational set-
tings." American ideology celebrates opportunities for economic mobility through 
success in school. Yet as scholars Fine and Burns observe, substantial social, cul-
tural and economic barriers are placed before successful students from poor and 
working-class homes; consequently, ”So-called opportunities for mobility are rarely 
clean”. Upwardly mobile students often occupy complicated social spaces of 
shame, ambition, nostalgia, and alienation from both home and the middle-class 
institution of school –spaces that remain unexamined in their formal education.     

 
In this paper, the voices of first-generation college students will be heard, as they 
shift from an internalized stance of "No, I never tell my story" to production of digi-
tal stories of their experiences of succeeding in school against the odds.  

 
Students were enrolled in courses focused on inequalities in the US education 
system.  Beginning with analyses of students’ reasons for initially silencing their 
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own narratives as academically successful poor and working-class children, the 
paper then describes pedagogical strategies used for digital story production 
through which students moved beyond "this is what happened to me" to the more 
deeply reflective work of "this is what my story teaches me" (Benmayor, 2009).  
Examples of projects in which students moved beyond self-silencing about class 
backgrounds -- and through which they and their audiences came to openly name 
the complexities of social mobility -- will be included in the presentation. 
 


